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ABSTRACT 
The first part of this talk will present a perspective on the transfer of research results in control to industrial 

practice.  I argue that successful application of control requires awareness of how products and solutions are 

developed in the targeted industry sector.  Three critical areas are highlighted:  control development processes, 

automation system platforms, and work roles. Compatibility challenges in these areas need to be addressed for 

industry impact, on the basis of criteria that matter to customers.  Examples from different application domains 

are presented to contrast industry-specific requirements.  The second part of the talk will discuss a recently 

productized application in some detail:  the OnRamp Design Suite for automotive powertrain control.  On-

Ramp incorporates algorithms and tools for dynamic modeling and identification, control design with explicit 

model-predictive control, and intuitive controller tuning.  Using OnRamp, the clean-sheet development time to 

achieve transient control is reduced in most cases from several months to a few weeks.   
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Refreshments will be served at 3:45 p.m. 
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